was observed depending on the behaviour of technologists, while radiologists' choices had indirectly an impact on the radiation dose due to the different number of scans requested by each of them. Conclusions Our results demonstrate that patients affected by lymphoma who undergo repeat whole body CT scanning may receive unnecessary overexposure. We quantified and analyzed the most relevant variables in order to provide a useful tool to manage properly CT dose variability, estimating the amount of additional radiation dose for every single significant variable. Additional scans, incorrect scan length and incorrect usage of AEC system are the most relevant cause of patient radiation exposure.
Introduction
CT scanning represents a fundamental diagnostic tool for radiologists and its utilization has become ubiquitous in medicine [1] . Many technical developments, such as faster scan times, improved spatial resolution, and multiplanar and tridimensional reconstruction techniques, have increased the usefulness of CT for almost every anatomical disease [2] . As a consequence of the increased use of computed tomography, the average radiation dose in the population is dramatically increased over the last three decades, with an approximately sevenfold increase in radiation exposure [3] . Hence, there is a rising concern about the risks for patients undergoing multiple CT examinations and other X-ray imaging modalities, with a specific attention to young adults and children who are much more
Abstract
Purpose To assess the variability of radiation dose exposure in patients affected by lymphoma undergoing repeat CT (computed tomography) examinations and to evaluate the influence of different scan parameters on the overall radiation dose. Materials and methods A series of 34 patients (12 men and 22 women with a median age of 34.4 years) with lymphoma, after the initial staging CT underwent repeat follow-up CT examinations. For each patient and each repeat examination, age, sex, use of AEC system (Automated Exposure Control, i.e. current modulation), scan length, kV value, number of acquired scans (i.e. number of phases), abdominal size diameter and dose length product (DLP) were recorded. The radiation dose of just one venous phase was singled out from the DLP of the entire examination. All scan data were retrieved by our PACS (Picture Archiving and Communication System) by means of a dose monitoring software. Results Among the variables we considered, no significant difference of radiation dose was observed among patients of different ages nor concerning tube voltage. On the contrary the dose delivered to the patients varied depending on sex, scan length and usage of AEC. No significant difference sensitive to the radiation damage [4] [5] [6] . To contain this raising trend in radiation dose, many initiatives have been taken by different national and international organizations, institutions and radiological societies [7] [8] [9] .
The attention must be paid in particular on oncologic imaging: patients are often exposed to multiple whole-body CT examinations, which are justified by the medical need to stage the tumor, to assess the response to treatment and to promptly identify malignant tumor recurrence. Whereas these multiple CT examinations are not a cause of concern for patients with advanced cancers, the appropriate use of CT and related risk in patients affected by cancers with favorable prognosis and with a long life expectancy, is under debate. In fact, in several cancers, such as lymphomas, the survival mean rate in the first 5 years following the diagnosis is around 80% [10] [11] [12] . In these cases, an appropriate balance between true risks and benefits of radiological procedures must be carefully evaluated. In addition to appropriateness considerations about the use of CT examinations in oncology, specific attention must be paid to the choice of the right timing of the repeat examinations. Indeed, depending on the clinical protocol, many oncologic patients may be exposed to several CT examinations every year, which causes an increase of the cumulative radiation amount they are exposed to [13, 14] . Another important issue is the utilization of optimized technical parameters such as limiting the examination to the involved anatomic area, choosing the right value of the tube current and the tube voltage. Previous papers have demonstrated that the lack of optimization criteria as well as the lack of knowledge about radiation protection issues and technical procedures can cause an unjustified radiation overexposure in patients who undergo CT examinations [15] [16] [17] [18] . Despite several studies that compare the role of the different approaches for follow-up in patients affected by lymphomas [19] , use of CT in follow-up of lymphomas remains largely diffuse. The identification of the best approach to identify tumor spread or recurrence in lymphomas is still under debate and it is beyond the objectives of this article.
The aim of our study is to assess the radiation dose indices of CT imaging studies, performed in a group of young adults patients affected by lymphoma, by detecting the influence of different scan parameters during repeat CT examinations, and by considering which technicians' and radiologists' behaviors might be involved.
Materials and methods

Patient enrollment
Informed consent was obtained from all participating patients. Patient data were retrospectively retrieved from CT examinations performed between January 2011 and October 2015. A number of 34 patients with lymphoma (12 men and 22 women with a median age of 34.4, range 12-56 years) were enrolled in this study. For each patient we considered only the repeat CT examinations, which were performed during treatment and follow-up, excluding the first staging exam. Only patients who underwent three or more repeat CT examinations on the same CT equipment were included in the study.
CT equipment
All CT examinations were performed on a 16-raw detector CT scanner (Toshiba Medical System) at the same radiological institution. Contrast enhancement was achieved by injecting iodinated contrast agent (Ultravist 370) through a 20-or 18-gauge antecubital vein catheter with a median flow rate of 2.5 mL/s, followed by 40 mL 0.9% saline. CT examinations were performed by six different technologists (i.e., radiographers) supervised by five different radiologists.
Study design
The study was pilot and observational (cohort type) in a repeated measures framework. Primary outcome was the radiation index, i.e., the dose length product (DLP) of entire CT examination (measure), while the secondary outcome was the DLP concerning only a venous phase for each CT examination. Both DLP values were measured for each subject and CT examination (measure). In addition, other variables such as sex, age, scan length, abdominal diameter, tube voltage (kV), use of AEC system and numbers of acquired scans were revealed. The blocks of the CT examinations were unbalanced, that is, not all subjects were submitted to six examinations.
Data collection
Data were retrieved from our picture archiving and communication system (Fujifilm, Synapse 4.0, Japan) using a radiation dose monitoring software (Total Quality Monitoring System, Qaelum, Belgium). For each patient, age at the time of performed exam, sex, computed tomography dose index (CTDIvol), DLP, kV value, use of AEC system, scan length, number of performed scans, and abdominal diameter were recorded. The radiation dose of a single venous phase was singled out from the radiation dose of the entire examination. The dose monitoring software tool was also used to verify the constant patient positioning inside the gantry throughout the repeat CT examinations.
Statistical analysis
Descriptive statistics are expressed as mean ± standard deviation for continuous variables and frequencies for categorical variable. In addition, median and interquartile ranges were also computed on two outcomes across CT examinations. Concerning that, we performed two Kruskal-Wallis tests on both total DLP and DLP of a venous phase, to assess the variability due to the technologist's behavior, for each block of CT examination. In these tests, statistical significance was set at P value < 0.05 and non-normality distributions were checked by Shapiro-Wilk tests.
Thus, to evaluate the fixed effects (β) of each potential involved factor (predictors), detached linear mixed models (LMM) were fitted on both outcomes (i.e., total DLP and DLP venous phase) [20] . Two hierarchical random effects (intercept type), on the subjects and nested on the technologists, were also included in the models to manage the hierarchical data structure due to the repeated measures and technologists rotation across the CT examinations. Hence, βs were interpreted as expected outcome variation per unit increase of predictor, keeping fixed the random effects. If the predictor was categorical, βs were interpreted as outcome mean difference (MD) between categories. Because both outcomes did not follow a normality distribution (checked by Shapiro-Wilk test), bootstrap estimations were used and the model coefficients (β) were tested by bootstrap 95% confidence intervals (percentile type) (95%CI b ), i.e., when β = 0 was not included in the intervals, the coefficient was significant. In this way, the coefficient was more significant when 95% CI b was more distant from 0. Moreover, to detect multicollinearity and potential measured confounders, the pairwise associations between potential involved factors were also evaluated through linear regression models or Fisher's exact test, as appropriate if response variables were continuous or dichotomous. Regarding the former, bootstrap estimations were performed, whereas for the latter odds ratios (OR) for small samples (or achieved by conditional maximum likelihood estimation) [21] , P values and 95% CIs were computed. Statistical significance was set at P value < 0.05.
We also performed two detached multivariable LMMs on both outcomes to evaluate the conditional effects (β) of the potential involved factors. At this stage, the fixed effects of the predictors on the outcome variables were conditional, that is, we obtain the expected outcome variation per unit increase of predictor, keeping fixed the others in the built-in model. Furthermore, we carried out two model selection procedures, using a forward strategy by adding predictors with significant coefficients (effects) to the null model. For each multivariable LMM, coefficients of determination (R 2 ) were also computed (as goodness of fit measure) as 1 minus fraction of residual variance (i.e., bootstrap residual variance divided by outcome total variance). The analysis was performed on R 3.2.2 [22] using the R/lme4 [23] and R/boot [24] packages.
Results
Preliminary analysis
In Table 1 descriptive statistics concerning the observed variables are reported, which were sex, age, scan length, abdominal diameter measurement, kV selection, utilization of current modulation and number of acquired scans. In the lower section of the table are reported the outcomes of the study which are the radiation dose indices concerning a single venous phase and the entire CT examination. Radiation dose index is expressed as DLP (mean and standard deviation).
In Table 2 the descriptive statistics of both DLP markers across the CT examinations are shown. Moreover, Table 2 highlights that, within each measure, the Kruskal-Wallis tests on both total DLP and venous phase DLP returned non-significant results, i.e., there were no differences across technologists. In other words, on both total DLP and DLP venous phase, the dose delivered to the patient is the same whatever the technologist performed in the CT examinations (1st CT, 2st CT, 3st CT, 4st CT, 5st CT or 6st CT). Table 3 shows the effects of potential involved factors on the DLP values, in terms of crude bootstrap β (or MD), adjusted only for the subject and technologist random effects. Notably, modulation, sex, abdominal diameter, scan length and number of scans returned significant effects. In particular, concerning total DLP, the modulation elicited mean levels of total DLP lower by 960.17 mGyxcm (95%CI b = − 1324.71; − 597.02) than its absence, and males had a mean level bigger by 722.70 mGyxcm (353.8; 1069.27) than females. Moreover, there were an increasing dose-response trend of DLP depending on the number of scans, compared with the reference one, i.e. "1": the DLP MD with the second class was 226.76 mGyxcm (22.77; 424.38) , with the third class was 765.24 mGyxcm (393.98; 1121.55), and 1466.72 mGyxcm (1096.94; 1808.96) with the fourth one. Thus, per unit increase of abdominal diameter and scan length, the expected increases of DLP were 8.64 (4.52; 12.45) and 2.07 mGyxcm (0.67; 3.53), respectively. Table 3 shows that these significant results were also present on the venous DLP levels, proportionally. Notably, the number of scans factor was not considered for venous phase as it was the only phase performed.
We also considered the association among predictors, which are shown in Table 3 . Specifically, there were significant sex differences for the scan length (MD = 122. 
Adjusted effects of potential involved factors on the total DLP
The predictor set of the multivariable LMM on total DLP included modulation, number of scans, sex, abdominal diameter, scan length, age and tube tension. These are included following a model selection procedure and using a forward strategy by adding predictors with significant effects to the null model. Table 4 shows the fitted models, the final model is considered that model where all remaining variables are statistically significant. The final model (model 5), encompassed all the predictors except for age and tube tension. At this stage, the effects of the predictors on the outcome variable are conditional, i.e., expected outcome variation per unit increase of predictor, keeping fixed the others in the built-in model. Therefore, we note that modulation, sex, number of scans, abdominal diameter and scan length continued to be significantly involved factors in the multivariable LMM, too. In particular, adjusting for the other predictors, the modulation elicited mean levels of total DLP lower by 731.29 mGyxcm (95%CI b = − 1004.92; − 422.08) than its absence, and males had an expected levels bigger by 361.75 mGyxcm (110.49; 635.11) than females. In addition, there was an increasing dose-response trend of DLP across the modalities of the number of scans compared to the reference one, i.e., " For a facilitated reading, the results of the total DLP final model (model 5) are presented in the infographic shown in Fig. 1 
Adjusted effects of potential involved factors on the venous phase DLP
As well as for the predictor set of the total DLP multivariable LMM, also for the multivariable LMM on venous phase DLP we included modulation, sex, abdominal diameter, scan length, age and tube tension. Therefore, a model selection procedure like before has been performed. Table 5 shows the fitted models, the final model is considered that model where all remaining variables are statistically significant. Like for total DLP, the final model (model 4), encompassed all the predictors except for age and tube tension. Therefore, we note that modulation, sex, abdominal diameter and scan length continued to be significant involved factors in the multivariable LMM, too. In particular, adjusting for the other predictors, the modulation elicited a mean level of venous phase DLP lower by 307.95 mGyxcm (95%CI b = − 517.23; − 95.21) than its absence, and males had an expected levels bigger by 229.43 mGyxcm (73.80; 396.78) than females. In addition, per unit increase of abdominal diameter and scan length, the expected increases of venous phase DLP were 5.641 (3.892; 7.550) and 0.753 mGyxcm (0.221; 1.316), respectively.
For a facilitated reading, the results of the venous DLP final model (model 4) are presented in the infographic shown in Fig. 1 .
Discussion
According to the new EURATOM directives, from 2018, radiologists have to include the radiation exposure of every such as patients affected by lymphoma. Although it is still controversial, some authors also demonstrated that patients affected by lymphoma, especially the ones with low-grade disease and long life expectancy, have an increased risk to develop a second solid tumor due to the radiation dose received in the occasion of the performed radiological imaging procedures [25, 26] . Some other recent studies show that patients receiving eight or more CTs have a twofold increase in secondary primary malignancies and this risk is dose-dependent [27] . Considering that these patients often undergo procedures such as radiotherapy-that surely have a more important role in terms of absolute dose administered-the imaging radiation dose is not probably the predominant increasing risk factor; however, it is definitely one of them on which we could effectively intervene. Therefore, this study aims to provide some useful tools to acquire more consciousness about how radiologists' (and consequently technologists') behavior might affect the final radiation dose of the single exam to obtain a good optimization.
Our results clearly demonstrate a variability of the radiation dose delivered to patients affected by lymphoma during repeat CT examinations. This variability may be partially explained and justified by the different patient characteristics such as sex, body dimension, and clinical situation. However, our study outlines that the dose of CT procedures is also influenced by technologists and, indirectly, by radiologists technical choices. Accounting for this, to the best of our knowledge, our work is the first study that intends to measure how the behavior of technologists and radiologists may affect the radiation dose delivered to oncologic patients. In fact, several strategies can be adopted to reduce radiation associated with CT, such as limiting the examination to the requested anatomic area, optimizing scanning parameters and avoiding multiple scans when clinically unnecessary [28, 29] . This aspect is definitively important when patients undergo repeat CT examinations, as one of the main goals should be avoiding unjustified variability in radiation exposure.
Although it was expected that young patients were exposed to a lower radiation dose as a consequence of a specific attention of the operators when performing CT exams, no significant difference was observed concerning different ages of patients. This suggests that there is still not enough attention to the optimization of the scan protocol and parameters in younger patients [17] . Thus, it is mandatory to persist in educating the entire radiological team to adapt the scan technique to the patient's age for their well-known higher vulnerability due to their more radiosensitive tissues [30, 31] .
In our study the preliminary results obtained through a univariate analysis anticipate the evidence emerging from the final models presented in Fig. 1 , which schematically summarizes the significant study results. Despite several physics and clinical studies have demonstrated various levels of dose reduction using lower tube voltage [32, 33] , on the basis of the multivariate analysis we found no significant difference of the radiation dose indices depending on the tube voltage (100 and 120 kV). This probably is due to the specific automated exposure control (AEC) system available on our CT scanner: reducing tube voltage from 120 to 100 kV results in an increase of the mA value which tends to keep almost unchanged the overall radiation dose index. Obviously, this result could be different with CT scanners of other vendors and also within the same CT scanner but with different technological evolution. Nevertheless, it is important to emphasize that the reduction of kV settings might be also useful to limit the amount of administered contrast medium and this aspect is also particularly relevant in oncologic patients who undergo several contrast-enhanced CT examinations [34] .
There are different factors that mostly vary the dose delivered to the patients. Some of them are independent from the radiological team's behavior, such as sex and abdominal size; others might be influenced by the settings of protocol and the scan parameters, and they are scan length, usage of AEC system and number of performed scans. In our study, men received a higher total DLP value of 361.75 mGyxcm and a higher venous phase DLP of 229.43 mGyxcm in comparison with women. Sex influences other variables, which lead to deliver a higher dose in men. They tend to receive more radiation dose due to the longer scan length, the greater body mass and the larger abdominal size, which determines a higher mA value automatically set by the AEC system.
With our analysis, we are able to quantify the increase of the DLP value for each centimeter added to the scan length. A previous work published by Zanca and co-workers showed that in a substantial number of patients (about 80%), CT data are acquired beyond the real area of interest, leading to excessive effective and organ doses [35] . With our analysis, we can estimate the incremental DLP value per every additional cm that was 12.30 mGyxcm and 7.53 mGyxcm, for total and venous phase DLP, respectively. This information must be carefully taken into consideration by radiographers and it outlines how important it is to limit the scan length to the anatomic boundaries, avoiding unnecessary radiation exposure.
Concerning the abdominal size, it markedly influences the amount of the radiation dose delivered to the patient. Every additional centimeter of abdominal diameter determines an increase of 49.66 mGyxcm and of 56.41 mGyxcm, for total DLP and venous DLP, respectively. Despite this aspect is largely dependent on the body dimension of the patient, radiographers can limit the radiation exposure of bigger patients by choosing the most appropriate parameters settings, i.e., assessing together with radiologist if it is possible lowering the radiation dose and accepting a higher image noise.
On the basis of our results, it is evident that deactivating AEC system causes a significant increase of the radiation exposure. In fact, when AEC is switched on and properly adjusted, it leads to a significant reduction of the radiation dose (731.29 mGyxcm for total examination and 307.95 mGyxcm for single venous phase). It is mandatory to emphasize the importance of centering the patient accurately within the CT gantry, as a miscentering may impair a correct functioning of the AEC software [36, 37] . We strongly encourage users to take advantage of these technical tools for reducing radiation dose while maintaining diagnostic image quality.
We found that the most significant variable influencing the radiation dose during repeat CT examinations was the number of performed scans for each CT examination. From our results, we are able to estimate the amount of radiation dose given by every additional scan added to the single CT examinations. We considered the venous phase as the fundamental referring phase in the basic CT protocol of patients in follow-up for lymphoma, with defined additional dose for every single scan added to the exam (first additional scan + 212.37 mGyxcm; second additional scan + 640.75 mGyxcm, third additional scan + 1324.55 mGyxcm). Taking into account that all exams included in this study have been performed in the same institution and on the same CT equipment, there is an unjustified excess of variability of CT scanning protocols adopted by the different radiologists. This variability among similar CT examinations performed in both different and same radiological sites is consistent with previously published papers [38] . Part of this radiation dose variability can be partially explained by the complexity of the clinical situations and also by the different confidence of the single radiologist in detecting recurrence or relapse disease only by means of the venous phase. However, it is fundamental to ponder properly the necessity of eventual additional phases and consider carefully the risk-benefit balance taking into account the amount of additional dose that a new scan adds to final radiation exposure as shown in our results, especially in younger patients. So, it is mandatory to find a standardized and shared CT protocol to avoid unnecessary phases, and the consequent increase of radiation-related risks.
Finally, in this study we did not find any significant difference in radiation dose delivered by the different technologists within each measure, while the observed dose variability is highly influenced by the radiologist's behavior in terms of number of scans performed.
Our work has some limitations. First, we performed our analysis only on a specific CT scanner and it is not possible to generalize our results to all existing technologies. Each CT scanner is equipped with various automatic exposure modulation systems, which may influence the radiation dose depending on the combination of the different parameters.
For instance, our results concerning the influence of tube voltage value on the radiation dose could be different using another CT equipment. Then, the small population and the restricted area (a single institution) we considered may represent a limitation of our work.
Conclusions
In summary, our findings demonstrate that patients affected by lymphoma who undergo repeat whole-body CT examinations may receive unnecessary radiation dose due to an incorrect settings of CT protocols. In this study, we quantified and analyzed the radiation dose identifying its most relevant variables to provide a useful tool to manage properly CT dose variability, estimating the amount of additional radiation dose for every single significant variable, including specific settings of each scan parameters. The main source of overexposure seems to be caused by additional scans, which add the largest excess of radiation dose. Other factors involving the technologists include the use and the settings of AEC system, the scan length and the lack of protocols dedicated to young patients. Such considerations are increasingly relevant given the growing attention on general population dose, the new EURATOM directives about radioprotection and underline the fundamental need of shared and standardized CT protocols. Finally, these results might represent a useful training tool for CT radiologists and radiographers.
